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In the modern world, there are increasing threats to people and businesses as they try to live
their everyday lives and conduct business. Building design, especially in the commercial
industry where people work every day and our economy thrives, is a critical step to protecting
employees and profits.

This guide will give readers an overview of the history of resilient and robust commercial
building design and how technology, design practices, and strategies have changed over time
to protect both the occupants of the building and the building itself from any hazards or
commercial losses. The intent is to discuss and identify new best practices for all aspects of new
building design to best accomplish this goal in the future. 

About the Guide

This guide will discuss: 

Outcome 1

Identify areas where resiliency can be
introduced.

Outcome 2

Identify the importance of filtration and
air quality.

Outcome 3

Identify building systems for maintaining
healthy environments for various
occupants. 

Outcome 4

Identify the impact a “healthy building”
can put on an electrical system. 

Learning Outcomes 
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Successfully designing robust and resilient buildings is made increasingly challenging by the
amount of provisions that require upfront capital costs. . It’s important to note the shifting
attitude in the commercial building sector toward an increased priority of occupant health and
safety, and reliable building functionality. 

Stephen Boudette, Director of Facilities Engineering at leading university Wentworth Institute
of Technology, brings this interesting perspective on value engineering and recommendations
to how we might evolve building design moving forward:

Certainly, the same thing can be said for electrical infrastructure as well. Below, a variety of
HVAC and Electrical infrastructure strategies are discussed for consideration to best present a
resilient and reliable building that will protect and attract occupants. 

The last 2.5 years have represented a major shift in how we view and live our lives.
There is no exception when talking about MEP. In fact, acronyms like ACH and MERV
suddenly became mainstream terminology and front-page news. Suddenly the
range of these two variables became paramount and limitations generated by “value
engineering” were a patent reality effecting continued space use. I hate the term
value engineering as its really a synonym for cutting corners. And no place does this
(cutting corners) happen more in new construction than with regard to the things
you don’t see:  MEP. 

I think the silver lining of the last 2.5 years is that now there is justification to spend
what needs to be spent on MEP. However, I do think that this opportunity will
evaporate unless engineering departments start to ride the momentum and
establish a culture where value engineering with regard to MEP is not an option. 

The key course of action specifically right now is to author and publish hard
standards (if there are none). And, whether starting from scratch or editing existing,
a standard of all new systems possesses higher ACH capabilities than required (on
demand) is an initial foundational pillar. Thinking outside the box and creating a
Section 2300 HVAC DESIGN & EXECUTION REQUIREMENTS under Division 23 is a
good way to make this happen.
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Heating, ventilation, and air conditioning infrastructure and design are all crucial to the overall
health of a building’s occupants, and to the health of the building itself. Designing HVAC
systems to adequately overcome future challenges and withstand wear and tear through the
service life of equipment can be extremely difficult.  Unforeseeable changes to building codes,
occupant needs, industry trends, and world events can all lead to difficulties owning and
operating commercial buildings as well as major capital expenditures. While having a full
understanding of what the future holds may be impossible, numerous HVAC design practice
considerations can ensure a robust HVAC infrastructure within a commercial building.. In the
competitive commercial building industry, doing so can provide both safety and security for
the building owner and its occupants, and attract potential future visitors. Through resilient
HVAC infrastructure, providing a safe and clean environment for occupants, and using cutting
edge control technology, we can ensure the best experience for occupants possible. 

Redundancy in HVAC Equipment
Providing redundancy within mechanical systems entails configuring systems in a variety of
ways so that if a particular piece of mechanical equipment deemed to be critical to the function
of the building were to fail or suddenly become dysfunctional, the system is capable of
continued operation either at partial or full capacity. Doing so significantly increases the
robustness of the HVAC equipment and its ability to continuously serve all needs within the
building with minimal downtime. There are a variety of techniques to provide redundancy
within an HVAC system. 

Redundancy in Equipment
Duplicate equipment is often provided where most critical. This technique is something that
has been implemented in mechanical designs for a long time. Typically, the number of
equipment units required to serve the building at full capacity is described as “N” and any
additional units beyond that are treated as redundant. Systems can be configured to provide a
single additional unit beyond the minimum n value, which is typically referred to as N+1, or
even as far as two of everything in the most critical of applications, which would typically be
referred to as 2N.
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As an example, providing N+1 pumps for the to distribute hydronic heating water is extremely
common practice. The benefits of providing one additional lag pump largely outweighs the
added upfront capital costs for buying one additional pump for many reasons. Not only does
the existence of the redundant pump provide backup in case the primary pump(s) fail, but the
controls can also be scheduled to alternate which pumps are designated to run so that the
service wear is distributed to all devices equally. Redundant pumps provide robust building
infrastructure not just by providing full redundancy, but also by reducing the wear on the pump
over the entire service life, decreasing the likelihood of system failure. 

Even specifying equipment with redundant components is quite practical. Fan Array technology
is has become hugely popular and recognized for both its improved resiliency and its savings in
energy. Fan Array techniques involve providing multiple smaller plenum fans instead of a single
fan sized for the total flow of the air handling system. This provides a plethora of benefits with
little trade off. The fans can be physically configured within the unit such that an individual fan
can be isolated from the airstream and services, without effecting the performance of the other
fans. A fan can go down, and never stop the function of the air handling equipment it is in.
Providing multiple fans also provides substantial increase in modulation and turndown
performance across a wider range of airflow rates. Fans are staged on and off to provide greater
resolution in control when modulating to a specific airflow rate. 

Redundancy In Capacity 
The benefits of providing duplicate equipment doesn’t stop at distribution devices like fans and pumps.
Recognizing equipment with higher failure rates, such as compressorized cooling equipment, and
configuring centralized cooling plants with fully or partially redundant cooling components is a great
way to reduce downtime and improve temperature control within the building considerably. Similarly, to
distribution pumps, heating and cooling hydronic plants can be configured to provide one additional
chiller or boiler than what is required to serve the connected load. Just like with fan array technology,
having even partially redundant cooling components will always provide improved control resolution
when modulating through a wider range of cooling outputs.

Depending on size and application, centralized chiller plants can utilize all chiller units in normal
operation and load each chiller to a partial load point rather than loading chillers up to full. Because
refrigeration technologies typically perform in a more energy efficient manner at partial loading points as
compared to their full capacity, having redundant cooling equipment greatly increases the number of
hours annually that the cooling equipment, which makes up for a very large portion of the overall
building energy consumption, can operate at peak efficiency. 

Redundant HVAC equipment provides some of the greatest gains for resilient and robust building
operations. They do so by providing largely reduced service downtimes to the building occupant, while
at the same time typically providing additional opportunities for energy savings within the largest
sources of energy consumption within the building. 
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Redundancy In Distribution 
Providing redundant equipment components isn’t the only way to make distribution systems
more robust to failures and required repairs. Ring duct and pipe loop distribution is another
great way to provide resilient infrastructure within the building. Both concepts are effectively
the same. Configuring a distribution system in this way entails sizing the entire main trunk,
whether it be pipe or duct, for the full size of the flow of the system. The main trunk is then
routed throughout a particular building level in a complete circle and means for isolation are
provided in between each major tap point off of the loop. Configuring a distribution in this way
allows for isolation of any one branch point by closing the associated isolation points on either
side of the specific branch. Air or water is able to flow through the rest of the ring to all other
branches except those isolated. This allows for construction downtime in the future, additional
taps from the distribution loop, or repairs to be undertaken without bringing the entirety of the
system offline. 

For further robustness, this approach can be combined with redundant equipment such that
multiple devices feed the same loop, and when any one device is inoperable, the loop is still
fully served. As an example, N+1 air handling units can be cross connected to serve the same
ring duct. If any one AHU needs to be serviced or fails, the other units can fully serve the
demand within the building. Typically, providing a combination of instances of redundancy
provides the most resilient product. 

Filtration Systems and System Cleanliness
MERV Filters and Airborne Infectious Disease
Filters within all centralized mechanical ventilation systems varies greatly in its efficacy to keep
the equipment and building occupants safe from contaminants within an airstream. Having a
good understanding of benefits of different filtration technologies as well as their limitations is
critical to guaranteeing a safe environment for building occupants. With SARS-CoV-2 and any
other potential future airborne pathogens presenting danger like never seen previously,
building owners investing in more effective filtration techniques are likely to attract more
occupants. 

A majority of industrial filters for HVAC equipment are rated on the medium efficiency reporting values
(MERV) scale. But selecting these filters in order to properly protect the occupants from newform
airborne illnesses is essential. MERV ratings help this selection process by specifying the efficiency of
filtration for a range of particle sizes. These particle size ranges apply to different things within an
airstream. The biggest of which represents particulates that pose danger to mechanical elements within
equipment and cause mechanical failure. 
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It can be seen that a MERV rating of 13 has the performance required to filter 50% of particles in the size
range that viral matter typically resides. Typical, more standard MERV filters ratings of 8 & 6 can be seen
to have no effect on the smallest of particles. Providing high quality filtration within all air handling
equipment, at a minimum rated as MERV13, is crucial to providing a safe environment for occupants. 
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In Figure 1, three ranges of particle sizes are identified to correspond with particle size ranges used in
the MERV efficiency rating. Below, empirically derived data is shown for the corresponding size ranges
and the efficacy a given filter has been proven to provide for that range. 

Figure 2. MERV Efficiencies based on Particle Size Range

Figure 2. MERV Efficiencies based on Particle Size Range (3)

The smallest particle sizes represent viral and bacterial particulates that microscopic in size.
Minimally rated MERV filters effectively provide no protection against these newfound threats at
the smallest particle size ranges. Below, in Figure 1, a chart depicts the quantity and size of
particles produced by a human being while coughing and speaking.



High Efficiency Particulate Filters, or HEPA filters, are often considered the ultimate form of filter
protection within HVAC equipment. These filters are very prevalent within the healthcare, life science,
and industrial industries to provide maximum protection against various airborne safety concerns. HEPA
filters come with some substantial drawbacks, however. HEPA filters when compared to even very high-
end standard MERV filters, are extremely expensive. They also have a higher increase in static pressure
associated with running them dirty than when compared to standard MERV filters. So, while HEPA seems
to have notoriety outside of HVAC professionals, it should only be used in applications of the utmost
need for airborne safety, such as hospital operating rooms, or otherwise their drawbacks are considerably
worse than their benefit.

New state of the art active filtration systems use active-field polarized media technology to draw particles
to the filter media. This technology is typically designed to offer filtration solutions equivalent to
MERV14+ performance, without the same added resistance that equates to energy spent at the fan
motor. Manufacturers also claim sizeable increases in performance with respect to filtering ultra-fine
particles, the size range in which most of the dangerous airborne contaminants exist, relative to standard
MERV filters. In addition, these filtration systems typically require a reduced maintenance schedule due
to not requiring frequent changing out of single-use filters.

Active disinfecting technologies: Bipolar Ionization, UV coil lights
Active technologies to disinfect both the air occupants breathe, and the equipment that conditions it, are
also seeing increased popularity. UV disinfection can be used within the airstream to maintain sanitary
conditions within a piece of equipment, as well as providing limited disinfection of particles within the
airstream itself as they pass through the UV rays. This technology can be very effective at keeping
elements within air handling equipment clean from things like bacterial or mold growth, however it is
limited on its ability to disinfect particles within an airstream as they pass by. UV disinfection is also
limited due to occupants’ sensitivity to UV exposure for both exposure to skin, and eyes. UV disinfection
can only be used locally within an occupiable space if it is unoccupied and is typically only used in
healthcare environments such as patient rooms. 

The biggest problem with UV airstream disinfection, as well as any technology located remotely within a
piece of air handling equipment, including their filters, is that they are all reliant on the conveyance of
contaminant particles by air movement, whether that is in a duct, through an air handler, or throughout
a space itself. The challenge with protection from viral particles is they are often so small, that the force
imparted on them by the movement of air is not great enough to entrain them within the air movement.
These ultra-fine particles stagnate within a space, and don’t necessarily get drawn back to the air handler
to be filtered or disinfected. 
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Bipolar ionization is a method which generates both positive and negative ions in concentration, ideally
directly within the occupied space. These ions react with airborne contaminants such as viruses, mold,
allergens, or other VOCs within the breathing zone, to eliminate odor and render them inactive in a
variety of ways. Ions chemically react with viral cell membranes, effectively neutralizing them. In addition,
these ions attract to and combine with other molecules, forming clusters. This “agglomeration”
mechanism is crucial because it renders dangerous contaminants that would otherwise be too small,
large enough to be carried by airflow back to the primary filtration devices as well as then more
effectively filtering them out due to their increased size. These positive and negative ions can be
delivered concentrated into an airstream to be distributed throughout a building, or even directly into
spaces by installing bipolar ion generation equipment inside the ductwork just upstream of the air
terminal device. The latter of which is typically considered to be more effective. Due to the limited
amount of time the ions are chemically active, introducing them remotely within air conveying
equipment will help mitigate odors and irritants within the airstream, but delivery of active ions to within
the breathing zone is key to help agglomeration occur, entrainment, and eventually filtration of viral
particles out of the building. Bipolar ionization is a new technology that has been heavily emphasized
since the outbreak of Sars-CoV-2. However, this technology has not been closely studied for long term
adverse effects on human physiology and should be used with caution because of that. Currently the
suggested use in a space is during unoccupied times with a fresh air purge before people occupy a
space.

Controls
Temp and Humidity Control
In the past, it was fairly common to have little or no direct control of the relative humidity within a
building unless there was a need to maintain humidity levels within a specific bandwidth for a specific
process or equipment. Typical occupant buildings like offices would capitalize on the dehumidification
provided at the source of cooling to maintain ballpark relative humidities below uncomfortable
thresholds, but no humidification was typically ever provided in these systems for maintaining a
minimum relative humidity in the winter. Buildings like these could see relative humidity ranges across
the year as broad as 0-65% r.h.
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Recent studies have shown that
implementing specific control schemes to
maintain the relative humidity within all
areas of a building to a tighter window
fosters an environment that many airborne
irritants have a harder time spreading in. In
Figure 3 below, several airborne contagions
and respiratory irritants and their proclivity
to propagate in the environment are shown
based on the space’s relative humidity. 



                                 Figure 5. Optimum Humidity Range for Human Comfort and Health (2)

As seen above, actively maintaining a building’s relative humidity to 30-60% year-round, rather
than letting it operate outside of that zone when outdoor conditions would normally drive
relative humidity to extreme, substantially reduces irritants across the board. Providing active
humidification and dehumidification control at the centralized air handling equipment or within
the terminal heating and cooling equipment is the only way to accurately maintain space
conditions within this bandwidth year-round. 

Security
While society bands together and adapts to these new health challenges, it’s important not to
lose sight of the ever-expanding information technology landscape as well. For that reason,
controls infrastructure within the building is another consideration when designing future-proof
buildings to protect its occupants. In the past, controls infrastructures have been extremely
susceptible to information security attacks for many reasons. Typically, these control networks
have been configured with large networks of physical cabling running between devices.
Effectively the entire control system is interconnected. Once someone with ill intentions
accessed the internal network of the control system, it was very easy to effectively access
anything else within the controls network. Someone with a malicious agenda could cause
damage to equipment, interrupt function of the building, or even steal important or critical
information from the network itself.
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New control systems have evolved to meet this issue, as well as reduce the headaches of installation
associated with control systems, by utilizing more advanced information security protocols. Controls
systems now can be configured wirelessly, with every associated device having a dedicated IP address
and security protocols built directly into the device. Doing so ensures that is substantially harder to gain
access through malicious routes and further, substantially reduces the ability of someone within the
network to move throughout it if undesired. Configuring modern control architecture in this way
benefits its occupants by protecting their information and their business by ensuring consistent
function of the building and its systems. 



The electrical infrastructure of a building plays a key role in protecting its occupants, whether
that is the staff who work there daily or visitors who may only stop by for a few hours. While
working as expected, the electrical systems within a building will typically go unnoticed on a
day-to-day basis by the average person, but should a problem arise, any issue within the
electrical system can be brought to the forefront of every person’s mind. Therefore, it is
essential to design the electrical infrastructure to minimize or eliminate any inconveniences
noticed by the end-users within the building. If designed correctly, the electrical infrastructure
can also have a visual influence that attracts both staff and customers to a building.

Emergency / Essential Electrical Systems
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ELECTRICAL INFRASTRUCTURE
CONSIDERATIONS TO PROTECT

OCCUPANTS

One of the first items that will come to
mind when describing safe and reliable
electrical systems is the addition of a
generator to a building’s electrical
infrastructure. While not always code
required, generator systems can act as a
“safety net” for a building should the utility
service be interrupted for any reason.
These generator systems can be designed
depending on the needs of the building
they serve, whether that be providing
stand-by power for an entire building or
limited back-up power for more critical
systems. 

Generator systems can also be rated for emergency use and act as the backup power source for the
life safety aspects of the building (emergency lighting, fire alarm, etc.). By including this equipment
within the generator system, the need for other external power sources, such as battery powered
light fixtures which will typically have a limited run time of 90 minutes, is removed. This allows the
emergency systems to run continuously, for the duration of the generator’s fuel system, in the
event of a power outage. It also removes several test points within the system, simplifying the
monthly and yearly testing procedures required by facility staff.
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Generator systems can also be rated for emergency use and act as the backup power source for
the life safety aspects of the building (emergency lighting, fire alarm, etc.). By including this
equipment within the generator system, the need for other external power sources, such as
battery powered light fixtures which will typically have a limited run time of 90 minutes, is
removed. This allows the emergency systems to run continuously, for the duration of the
generator’s fuel system, in the event of a power outage. It also removes several test points within
the system, simplifying the monthly and yearly testing procedures required by facility staff.

By including a f back-up power generation within a building’s electrical system, the likelihood of
an equipment shut-down due to power loss is reduced. This allows any system connected to
continue operating as expected, with minimal impact on the end users. HVAC,
telecommunications, and lighting systems can all be maintained to prevent visitors and
employees from experiencing any loss in productivity or sense of safety.

Redundant Electrical Services
As an added level of redundancy, the inclusion of a second electrical utility connection can be
explored. By providing a facility with two sources of utility power, ideally with both coming from
separate utility substations, you reduce the risk of a normal power outage occurring for an
extended period. The use of a main-tie-main switchboard configuration with automatic transfer
controls ensures that the facility can stay up and running should only one of the normal utility
sources be lost. These types of electrical systems are ideal for buildings such as hospitals, data
centers, and regional operation centers as loss of power can have a significant impact on their
operations. 
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One of the first things a person will notice when entering a building, even subconsciously, is the
lighting within the space. A well-lit building can create an inviting atmosphere for both visitors and
staff, while an underlit building may feel unsafe. By providing an updated lighting system with
automatic controls (occupancy sensors, time clocks, photosensors) a space can feel brand new, even to
staff who have worked there for years. Utilizing clocks and occupancy sensors to dim or turn off light
fixtures throughout the day can reduce overall energy consumption and save money over the lifespan
of these systems. These same devices can also be incorporated into the HVAC system to automatically
control temperature within occupied and unoccupied spaces, further reducing energy costs and
creating a comfortable environment for both visitors and staff. The money saved by incorporating these
automatic control systems can then be used on other upgrades required throughout the facility.

The use of photosensors on exterior lighting can ensure that appropriate levels of lighting are provided
at all times of the day. Keeping spaces like parking garages, parking lots, and sidewalks properly lit,
creates a feeling of safety for both visitors and staff when entering or exiting the building. Having these
systems automated takes the responsibility out of the hands of the staff and ensures that light will be
provided where it is needed at all times.

Hands-Free Automatic Services
One thing that has been largely embraced due to the recent pandemic is the introduction of hands-free
devices in as many facets of daily life as possible. These types of systems were gaining popularity before
the pandemic but became more frequent to prevent the spread of bacteria or viruses through the
touching of common items. restrooms, automatic faucets, toilets, and hand dryers have become the
industry standard, while main building entrances are typically equipped with automatic sliding or
rotating doorways. These practices can be taken a step further by utilizing wave-sensing automatic
door openers within corridors in lieu of the standard push-plate devices that were the previous
standard. Occupancy sensors within areas such as storage closets and restrooms, while now required by
energy codes in many states, allow for lights to be turned on and off without the touching of a light
switch. By incorporating as many of these types of devices as possible within a building, the safety of
both visitors and staff can be increased.



In the global connected world, downtime is measured in seconds, information sharing happens
constantly and there are new threats to the health and safety of all people. Society has adapted to
always expect functionality of essential services. It may seem like evolving building design to meet all of
the needs of the future is insurmountable. But with thoughtful design of all of the critical systems within
a building, a lot of challenges can already be overcome. HVAC technologies can provide heightened
biological safety and cutting-edge technologies to further improve the efficacy of HVAC equipment in
keeping occupants safe of airborne contaminants of all kinds, not just pathogens. Careful redundant
system configuration can substantially reduce the amount of time HVAC systems are offline. But
evolving modern building design isn’t limited to HVAC. 

While the electrical systems of a building will largely go unnoticed when working as intended, any loss
in functionality can quickly become an issue. It is essential to design the electrical infrastructure in a way
that can minimize or eliminate any inconveniences noticed by the end-users within the building. From
providing power to essential building equipment to ensuring emergency lighting is always powered, a
building’s electrical system is key to maintaining a safe environment for both customers and staff. 

Building occupants are also getting smarter. Their expectations and knowledge extend well beyond
what might be expected years ago. So, these applications of modern building design are not only
beneficial to the owner, but to the occupant as well.  Building owners worldwide can expect to attract
and retain occupants more competitively knowing these needs are met and that their building is
operating as reliably as their competitors. 
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